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Abstract4

In the present work a numerical analysis is presented to identify the separate5

effect of cooling by radiation and convection, in evaporative meat weight loss6

during beef carcass cooling process. A transient heat and mass transfer model7

is proposed using a 3D beef side geometry. Water activity variations are incor-8

porated in the model. Convective coefficients are obtained from correlations by9

considering buoyancy effect due to temperature and vapor concentration gradi-10

ents, and forced air flow. For the purpose of model water mass diffusion into11

the carcass, a first approximation of the meat layer thickness affected by drying12

is obtained from an analytical analysis as a semi-infinite solid. The model is13

solved numerically and it is validated with experimental data from the litera-14

ture. Results of heat load and weight loss are compared to models proposed by15

other authors. Temperature and surface water activity evolution, and temper-16

ature and water content profiles are analyzed also. Finally, a sensitivity study17

is carried out on the main result of the model, total evaporated mass, varying18

heat convection coefficient and radiative cooling. It is found that there is a19

convective heat transfer coefficient that maximize the evaporative losses, so it20

is important to operate far from this point in order to reduce the evaporated21

mass. Furthermore, radiation during the meat cooling process turns out to be22

an interesting method to rapidly cool meat without increasing the evaporated23

mass (radiation cooling). Results shows that combining properly the convection24

and radiation heat transfer, evaporation losses can be reduced.25
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Nomenclature

aw product water activity

cP specific heat

cPHA
humid air specific heat

Dm equivalent mass diffusivity of water in meat

Gr equivalent Grashof number

Grm mass Grashof number

Grt thermal Grashof number

HR air relative humidity

ht convective heat transfer coefficient

htF forced convective heat transfer coefficient

htN natural convective heat transfer coefficient

hm convective mass transfer coefficient

hmF
forced convective mass transfer coefficient

hmN
natural convective mass transfer coefficient

hR radiative coefficient

hfg water latent heat of evaporation

k thermal conductivity

Le Lewis number

Ma air molar mass

Mda dry air molar mass

mds meat dry mass

mT total meat mass

mw meat water mass

Nu Nusselt number

Pr Prandlt number

Q̇′′C convective heat flux

Q̇′′E evaporative heat flux28
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Nomenclature

Q̇′′R radiative heat flux

Ra Rayleigh number

Re Reynolds number

Rw ideal gas constant for water

Sc Schmidt number

Sh Sherwood number

T temperature

t time

x distance

Xm product surface water content, kgwater/kgdrysolid

βm coefficient of expansion due to concentration changes

ρ mean density

ρda dry air density

ρm meat density

ρl meat water content

ρv air water vapor density

ρv,sat water vapor density of saturated air

Subscripts

a air

i initial

s surface

w wall29

1. Introduction30

In meat industrial process, during the first 24 hours postmortem a complex31

chain of energetic, biochemical and physical changes takes place, which result32

in the conversion of muscle to meat [1, 2]. The rate and extent of postmortem33

metabolism (mainly pH decline) significantly impact on meat quality attributes34

(color, texture and water-holding capacity). Muscle temperature during this35

period post slaughter affects metabolic reactions, and hence the meat quality36

development [2], so it is an important factor to be controlled during beef cooling.37
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Usually, this process occurs in a cooling chamber with forced air circulation and38

controlled air temperature and humidity. In this process, the carcasses hot and39

wet are cooled with air, by combining heat and mass transfer from the surface.40

As surface water evaporates, meat water diffuses from the interior to the surface,41

rewetting it. This phenomena entails a total beef carcass weight loss which is42

around 2% [3–6], which implies an economic loss for the industry [7]. Heat43

loss occurs by convection, radiation and water evaporation. From an initial44

analytical estimate, it is obtained that radiative heat transfer has an effect of45

the same order of magnitude as the convective one.46

There are several works in the literature that deal with the numerical mod-47

eling of heat and mass transfer during beef carcass chilling. Mallikarjunan and48

Mittal [6] proposed a 2D model to determine the temperature profile evolution49

and weight loss. It was solved using finite elements in five zones with uniform50

cross-sections. Experimental data was collected and model results were in good51

agreement with them. Davey and Pham [8] developed a finite difference model to52

predict heat load and weight loss, approximating beef side geometry combining53

cylinders and slabs.The model was compared with experimental data and they54

conclude that despite having limited precision, reasonable results are obtained55

that allow for practical designs. Davey and Pham [9] proposed another model56

using 2D finite elements over 13 beef carcass sections. Results of heat load an57

weight loss where contrasted with their experimental data. This model results58

more accurate than the finite differences model developed earlier, with an added59

advantage that it can predict local temperatures. Trujillo and Pham [10] pro-60

posed a CFD model for a 3D beef side using the tree step method, calculating61

local heat and mass transfer convective coefficients. A separate 1-D grid was62

used to calculate the moisture diffusion in the meat. Heat load, temperature63

profiles, weight loss and water activity were calculated. Results were contrasted64

with Davey’s experimental data and results from their models [8, 9, 11]. Tem-65

perature predictions agree with experimental data better than the other models,66

but weight loss was overpredicted. Pham et al. [12] presented a combined model67

where CFD was used for convective coefficients calculation, and 2D and 1D grids68

were used for heat and mass transfer in beef carcass, respectively. The model69

was verified by existing and new data on heat load, temperatures, weight loss70
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and surface water activity. It was considered a reasonable alternative that re-71

duced significantly the computational time compared to their previous work [10].72

Kuffi et al. [4] developed a CFD model in a beef side 3D geometry, including73

postmortem reaction kinetics, to predict product quality during chilling, which74

was validated with their experimental measurements. The model predicted ad-75

equately the measured temperature profiles at different positions, and it allows76

to study the effect of relevant cooling parameters on the rate and uniformity of77

cooling and meat quality.78

Modeling heat and mass transfer in a beef side, some difficulties arise that79

must be overcome by making simplifications and approximations, in order to80

best represent the real problem to be studied. Some of the most relevant difficul-81

ties are: uncertainty in the geometry, uncertainty in the thermophysical prop-82

erties, uncertainty in heat and mass transfer convective coefficients (forced and83

natural), uncertainty in surface drying penetration and length scale differences84

between temperature and water content gradients, and the interdependence of85

heat and mass transfer, considering separately convection and radiation.86

In the present work a 3D model of heat and mass transfer in a beef carcass87

during slaughter and cooling process is proposed, with the aim of predicting88

evaporative weight loss and the effect of convection and radiation heat transfer89

on it. Regarding the structure of the paper, section 2 describes the heat and90

mass transfer model, the main governing equations and its initial and bound-91

ary conditions, thermophysical properties, geometry adjustment, and meshes92

used. Besides, a rough estimation of surface layer affected by drying is done.93

Model validation with experimental data and other models from the bibliogra-94

phy is presented in section 3. Finally, in section 4, a sensitivity analysis of the95

evaporative weight loss is performed, independently varying the convective and96

radiative cooling mechanisms.97

2. Model description98

A model of heat and mass diffusion in a beef side, considered as a uniform99

porous solid, is represented. Uniform convective coefficients (heat and mass),100

calculated form correlations, are used over the entire surface as boundary con-101

ditions. Radiation heat transfer is considered, assuming a single beef side in102
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a cooling chamber. Surface mass transfer is modeled considering forced and103

natural convection, taking into account the variations in water activity. Ex-104

perimental measurements reported by Davey [11] are used as a reference (run105

18) to validate the proposed model. Slaughter (2 hours) and cooling processes106

(20 hours) are modeled sequentially, assuming uniform initial properties. Ther-107

mophysical properties are calculated from data presented by Davey [11]. Mesh108

is adapted to have a large refinement near the surface in order to correctly109

model the mass diffusion, without excessively increasing computational time110

(see sections 2.5 and 2.6). An analytical estimation of surface layer affected by111

drying is proposed for mesh design, and validated with numerical results. A112

mesh-independence study is also presented.113

2.1. Main governing equations114

Heat transfer inside beef carcass is modeled using the transient heat equa-115

tion for a solid (wet meat). Although in the beginning postmortem there are116

exothermal biochemical reactions (using the same procedure as Davey and Tru-117

jillo), the heat source term is not used. Instead it is assumed a bigger initial118

temperature, as if heat generation occurred all at the initial time [10, 11]. In119

order to simplify the model, the effects of crust formation and surface fat layer120

as a water transfer barrier are not considered in the present work. Therefore,121

equation 1122

ρcP
∂T

∂t
−∇ · (k∇T ) = 0 (1)

is used, where ρ, cP and k are mean density, mean specific heat and mean123

thermal conductivity of the solid respectively.124

There are several works where meat evaporative losses during cooling process125

are evaluated, but many of them do not model mass diffusion in meat, assuming126

a constant and uniform surface water activity [4, 8, 9]. However, water activity127

may vary significantly during cooling process and over all carcass surface (see128

Trujillo and Pham [10]). Since water activity depends on meat water content, it129

is essential to model water content inside the beef carcass, to take its variations130

on the surface into account.131
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Therefore, in this work it is considered that water moves by mass diffusion132

inside beef carcass and it is modeled using equation 2,133

∂ρl
∂t
−∇ · (Dm∇ρl) = 0 (2)

where ρl is meat water content in kg/m3 and Dm is the equivalent mass diffu-134

sivity (that represents all water movement effects inside beef carcass) [13]. In135

order to calculate Dm, the correlation obtained by Trujiilo et al. [13] is used136

and presented in Table 5.137

2.2. Boundary conditions138

The air conditions around the beef vary throughout the different stages, but139

are assumed to be constant at each one of them. In this case, two stages are140

continuously modeled: slaughter process lasting 2 hours and cooling process141

lasting 20 hours. Temperature and relative humidity values imposed to our142

model are averaged values experimentally found by Davey [11]. In slaughter143

process air conditions are 25°C and 63% relative humidity, and during cooling144

process they are 4.88°C and 98%.145

Heat loss from meat surface is due to convection, radiation and water evap-146

oration, so boundary condition can be written using the Fourier’s Law as in147

equation 3.148

−k∂T
∂x

= Q̇′′C + Q̇′′R + Q̇′′E (3)

Heat flux transferred by convection (Q̇′′C) is calculated from equation 4,149

Q̇′′C = ht(Ts − Ta) (4)

where Ts is the beef side surface temperature, Ta is the surrounding air temper-150

ature and ht is the convective heat transfer coefficient. Convective coefficients151

could be obtained from experimental measurements [14], empirical correlations152

for simple geometries [6, 8, 9, 11], or by CFD [4, 10, 12]. In the present work are153

studied scenarios with different convection coefficients and taking into account154

the excessive computational time of doing CFD, it is decided to set a single155
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convection coefficient over entire surface of beef side. It is calculated from the156

empirical correlation presented in equation 5 [11, 15],157

ht = (h3tF + h3tN )1/3 (5)

which combines forced and natural convective coefficients, hF and hN , in a single158

one. Coefficients are calculated assuming beef side as a vertical plate of length159

L = 2.35 m (for run 18) with parallel flow, as used Davey [11]. Forced convective160

coefficient is calculated from the correlation present in equation 6 [16],161

Nu = 0.664Re0.5Pr0.33 (6)

taking the air velocity v = 0.598 m/s measured by Davey [11] for run 18,162

and air properties at mean temperature for each process. Values obtained are163

presented in table 1. In natural convection, momentum equation is coupled to164

heat and mass transfer equations, since buoyancy term depends on temperature165

and species concentration gradients. Thus, both phenomena influence airflow.166

However, if Pr ≈ Sc (Le ≈ 1), as temperature and species concentration field167

turn out to be analogous, Grashof number can be estimated as Grt +Grm [16,168

17], where Grt is the usual Grashof number for heat transfer (equation 7)169

Grt =
L3g

ν2
βt(Tw − Ta) (7)

and Grm is the mass Grashof (equation 8),170

Grm =
L3g

ν2
βm(ρvw − ρva) (8)

with

βt = −1

ρ

(
∂ρ

∂T

)
ρv,P

and

βm = −1

ρ

(
∂ρ

∂ρv

)
T,P

Additionally, Nusselt correlations can be used to calculate Sherwood number,171

changing Pr by Sc and considering Gr = Grt+Grm to calculate Ra. In case of172
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water vapor in air, as in the present work, the assumption Le ≈ 1 is acceptable.173

In the conditions of this work, Grm is around 25% of Grt, indicating that the174

water vapor concentration gradients in the air have a non-negligible effect on175

the air flow. Natural convective coefficient is calculated from Nusselt correlation176

in equation 9 [17],177

Nu =

(
0.825 +

0.387Ra1/6[
1 + ( 0.492

Pr )9/16
]8/27

)2

(9)

valid for Rayleigh number bigger than 109, by using air properties at a mean178

temperature for each process. Coefficients obtained are presented in table 1. As179

can be seen, forced and natural coefficients are of the same order of magnitude,180

but the natural one is a bit bigger. The equivalent coefficient calculated with181

equation 5 results something greater than the natural one, and the order of182

magnitude is the same as the ones found in the literature [10, 11, 14] for similar183

air flow velocities, which vary between 0 and 10 W/m2K.184

Table 1: Convective heat transfer coefficients (W/m2K)

Slaughter Cooling

Forced convection 1.97 1.97

Natural convection 3.08 3.16

Equivalent coefficient 3.33 3.40

Heat flux transferred by radiation (Q̇′′R) is modeled assuming that a single185

beef side is inside a large cold chamber, so for the purposes of radiative exchange186

the room can be assumed as a black body. Under this hypothesis, establishing187

a uniform temperature, Tw, on chamber walls, floor and ceiling (considered as188

a unique temperature), radiation heat transfer is calculated with equation 10,189

Q̇′′R = σε(T 4
s − T 4

w) (10)

where ε is meat emissivity and its value is assumed to be 0.9 [15, 16]. In190

equation 10, T 4
s − T 4

w can be rewritten as (T 2
s + T 2

w)(Ts + Tw)(Ts − Tw), where191

temperatures are absolute. Keeping walls temperature fixed, the variation in192
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meat surface temperature throughout the cooling process makes the term Ts−Tw193

vary significantly, while the term (T 2
s + T 2

w)(Ts + Tw) varies slightly. It is usual194

to combine convection and radiation heat transfer in an effective heat transfer195

coefficient, assuming that the temperature of the walls is equal to that of the196

air (Tw = Ta) [15]. The term σε(T 2
s + T 2

w)(Ts + Tw) is hR in equation 11.197

Q̇′′C + Q̇′′R = (ht + hR)(Ts − Ta) (11)

The combination of these coefficients in a single one must be considered carefully198

since radiative coefficient (hR) is not related to the mass convective coefficient199

by Lewis analogy. In the proposed model, radiative coefficient variation (due200

to Ts variation) is considered during slaughter and cooling processes, since its201

value is of the same order of magnitude as the convective one (for Ts=15°C,202

hR=4.6 W/m2K).203

The evaporative heat loss (Q̇′′E) is the energy required to evaporate water204

from the product surface. This heat loss is calculated as the evaporated mass205

multiplied by phase change latent energy hfg , as in equation 12,206

Q̇′′E = ṁ′′evaphfg = hm(ρv,s − ρv,a)hfg (12)

where hm is the convective mass transfer coefficient, and ρv,s and ρv,a are water207

vapor densities on meat surface and on air, respectively. The convective mass208

transfer coefficient combines forced and natural phenomenons and it is calcu-209

lated using an equation analogous to equation 5, hm = (h3mF
+h3mN

)1/3. Forced210

convective mass transfer coefficient is obtained from Lewis analogy expressed211

by the equation 13,212

hmF
=

hF
ρdacPHA

Le1−n (13)

which is valid in forced convection conditions. cPHA
is the humid air specific213

heat and ρas is the dry air density. The values obtained are presented in ta-214

ble 2. The natural mass convective coefficient is calculated using the the Grashof215

number calculated as Grc +Grm, and Sherwood is calculated using the Nusselt216
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Table 2: Convective mass transfer coefficients (m/s)

Slaughter Cooling

Forced convection 1.84× 10−3 1.76× 10−3

Natural convection 2.85× 10−3 2.78× 10−3

Equivalent coefficient 3.09× 10−3 2.99× 10−3

correlation (equation 9) substituting Pr by Sc. The equivalent mass transfer217

coefficients are practically the natural ones, as it is shown in table 2.218

Finally, equation 3 can be rewritten as equation 14.219

−k∂T
∂x

∣∣∣∣
s

= (ht + hR)(Ts − Ta) + hm(ρv,s − ρv,a)hfg (14)

The boundary condition for the mass transfer equation (2) is given by Fick’s220

Law and it is equal to the mass of water transferred by convection at the surface221

(equation 15).222

−Dm
∂ρl
∂x

∣∣∣∣
s

= hm(ρv,s − ρv,a) (15)

The vapor density on the surface and in the air are calculated from equations223

16 y 17,224

ρv,s =
Mda

Ma

aw

(
pv,sat

pT

)
1− aw

(
pv,sat

pT

) ρda (16)

ρv,a =
Mda

Ma

HR
(
pv,sat

pT

)
1−HR

(
pv,sat

pT

) ρda (17)

which depend on the water activity aw and air relative humidity HR, respec-225

tively. Meat water activity varies from one point to another over the beef side226

and throughout the cooling process [10]. Although aw varies between 0.95 and227

1, it is important to take into account these variations to avoid incorrect es-228

timation of heat losses due to evaporation [15]. Trujillo et al. [18] measured229

experimentally moisture sorption isotherms of beef in the range 5 to 40°C, and230
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they compared with GAB and Lewicki correlations. GAB correlates adequately231

for aw less than 0.9 and Lewicky for values between 0.9 and 1 [18]. In order232

to obtain a single and adequate correlation in the range of 0.6 to 1, the exper-233

imental values measured by Trujillo et al. [18] were adjusted obtaining a curve234

of Xm as a function of aw, where Xm is the meat water content in the surface235

in kgwater/kgdry solid. In the model it is necessary to introduce aw as a func-236

tion of ρl, so the relation between Xm and ρl is needed. This is presented in237

equation 18,238

ρl =
mw

mT
ρm = Xm

mds

mT
ρm (18)

considering total mass, water mass and dry solid mass, calculated from beef239

side composition defined by Davey [11]. Combining the experimental data [18]240

and equation 18, the correlation proposed for water activity is presented in241

equation 19 with a correlation coefficient of R=0.9955.242

aw = e0,2619−45,56/ρl−0,0328ln(ρl) (19)

2.3. Initial conditions243

The problem is modeled form the beginning of the slaughter process, assum-244

ing a uniform initial temperature in the whole beef side, taking into account the245

temperature increase because of the rigor mortis process. The initial tempera-246

ture value is taken from the Davey’s work [11] for run 18, and it is 42,4°C. After247

that, cooling process begins with the temperature field obtained at the end of248

slaughter process. For mass diffusion equation, the initial condition is a water249

content of 75% in weight on wet basis, taken form Trujillo el al. [10]. It means250

an initial water content of 834 kg/m3.251

2.4. Thermophysical properties252

The beef carcass thermal properties are calculated from the values presented253

by Davey [11], from the beef side constitution corresponding to run 18. In254

order to simplify the model, it is assumed uniform average properties in whole255

beef side, taking into account the muscle, fat and bone phases. The beef side256
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corresponding to run 18 weighed 108 kg and the mean fat thickness was 6 mm.257

From these values and using the correlations established by Davey [11], the258

weight % of each phase are calculated as is shown in table 3. In turn, muscle259

(lean meat) and beef fat composition presented in the table 4 were determined.260

Table 3: Beef carcass constitution.

Phase % weight

Muscle 59.42

Fat 15.75

Bone 24.83

Table 4: Phases composition.

Component Lean meat (%) Beef fat (%)

Water 75.9 10.4

Protein 19.8 3.5

Fat 3.2 85.1

Ash 1 1

261

Table 5: Thermophysical properties

Property Value

cp 3585 kJ/kgK

k 0.391 W/mK

ρ 1112 kg/m3

Dm

[
m2/s

]
4.67× 10−5 exp(−3757.26/T )

Form the beef side constitution and phases composition data, mean density262

and specific heat are calculated, obtaining the values presented in table 5. In263

order to estimate the equivalent thermal conductivity it is used a parallel model264

that combines thermal conductivities of lean meat, fat and bone. The conduc-265

tivities of lean meat and fat could be calculated from different models presented266

by Hoang et al. [19], as Levy model and Dul’Nev and Novikov model which267
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have very good results for lean beef. In the present work Levy model [20] is268

used since it is the one used by Davey [11]. Lean meat is assumed composed269

by a continuous water phase and the other components scattered. The same270

is assume for fat, considering the fat as the continuous phase. The vale used271

for bone conductivity is 0,26 W/mK [21]. In table 5 the equivalent thermal272

conductivity is also presented. The values obtained for specific heat, density273

and thermal conductivity are very similar to those used by Trujillo et al. [10]274

(cP = 3407 kJ/kgK, ρ = 1111 kg/m3, k = 0.397 W/m2K).275

2.5. Geometry276

A geometry from an image library, obtained from a 3D scan of a real beef277

side, is used. This is modified in order to obtain the same total mass as reported278

by Davey [11], which is 108 kg for run 18, and the same area/volume ratio. This279

last parameter is expected to significantly affect the results, and this was later280

confirmed during the simulations. Therefore, the original geometry is modified281

in a non-isotropic way to obtain an area/volume ratio of 24.9 1/m. This value282

was calculated from the estimation of the area and volume of the carcass ob-283

tained from the geometric measurements reported by Davey [11] for 14 sections.284

The geometry is adjusted using COMSOL’s scale tool considering different co-285

efficients in each direction, always maintaining the total mass and therefore the286

total volume (using the previously calculated mean density), besides the beef287

side total length reported by Davey [11], 2.35 m.288

2.6. Numerical resolution289

The model is implemented on COMSOL Multiphysics ® software using a290

backward differentiation formula implicit method. The time step is automati-291

cally calculated by the software. Outputs, temperatures and water content were292

shown every 360 s.293

As water diffusion through meat is relevant only in a thin layer near the294

surface [10, 12, 22], in the present model two meshes are combined as it was done295

by Trujillo et al.[10], who defines a surface layer 24 mm thickness as the interest296

zone for mass diffusion in a beef side which was meshed separately, assuming297

an unidirectional mass diffusion. In the present model an automatic physics-298

controlled tetrahedral mesh is used for the interior domain, and a boundary layer299
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mesh is used for the surface layer. This combination (see figure 1) allows to work300

with a greater refinement near the surface, maintaining a coarse mesh, suitable301

for modeling heat diffusion, in the rest of the domain. The tetrahedral mesh has302

502,380 domain elements and 13,480 border elements. For the boundary layer,303

32 layers of different thickness were defined, starting at 0.2 mm on the surface304

and increasing by 7 % each one with respect to the previous one, since the water305

content gradients are greater the closer to surface. The boundary layer mesh306

thickness is defined as 22 mm, similar to the one used by Trujillo et.al [10].

Figure 1: Meshes used in the model: tetrahedral mesh and boundary layer mesh.

307

Different refinements were tested in order to verify the mesh independence308

for tetrahedral mesh, keeping the boundary layer mesh unchanged. Each of these309

meshes has the number of elements presented in table 6. Using the finer one as310

a reference (mesh 5), the error in results of heat load and cumulative evaporated311

mass were calculated for each time during 20 hours of chilling process. The heat312

load Q̇ is the total heat lost by the beef side surface, that is the sum of sensible313

and latent heat transferred, calculated from equation 20,314

Q̇(W ) = (ht + hR)(Ts − Ta)+

hm

(
aw

pv,sat

pT

1− aw pv,sat

pT

ρas −
HR

pv,sat

pT

1−HR pv,sat

pT

ρas

)
hfg (20)

which is obtained by combining equations 14, 16 and 17. Cumulative evaporated315

mass is calculated by integrating equation 21 over beef surface and over time.316
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ṁ′′ = hm(ρv,s − ρv,a) =

hm

Rw

(
pv,sat(Ts)aw

Ts
− pv,sat(Ta)HR

Ta

)
(21)

Table 6 shows the maximum relative error obtained for each refinement. As317

can be seen, the maximum error decreases as the refinement increases. Finally,318

mesh 4 is used for the model, which has maximum errors of 0.876% in heat load319

and 0.172% in weight loss, which are considered acceptable for this work, with320

a low computational cost.321

Table 6: Mesh independence.

˘
Mesh 1 Mesh 2 Mesh 3 Mesh 4 Mesh 5

Elements Domain/Boundary 92047/2678 154662/4416 242416/6770 502380/13478 678187/17002

Max. heat load error (%) 5.569 5.014 2.574 0.876 -

Max. weight loss error (%) 0.879 1.028 0.518 0.172 -

In relation to boundary layer mesh independence, five different refinements322

were tested, always keeping a thickness of 22 mm. To compare the different323

meshes, water density profiles inside the meat were observed and the chosen324

mesh is the one that results in a smoothed profile, without excessively increasing325

the calculation time.326

2.7. Analytical analysis of drying thickness327

In the present work, with the aim to obtain an estimate of the interest thick-328

ness under our conditions, and assuming that it is very small respect to beef329

side dimensions, the semi-infinite solid model is used. Based on the analytical330

solutions for heat transfer in a semi-infinite solid, an analogous solution could331

be used for mass transfer, since equations 1 and 2 are analogous. After evalu-332

ating different analytic solutions, corresponding to different imposed boundary333

conditions, it was concluded that the case of fixed surface concentration (or334

surface water density in this case) and imposing this value equal to zero, re-335

sults in an adequate estimation for the maximum possible affected width. A336

more detailed analysis can be found in Appendix A. The affected layer width is337
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therefore calculated with the following simple equation 22,338

δ99 = 3.66Dmt (22)

which corresponds to the length within the medium at which the water density339

is 99% of the initial condition. The layer thickness obtained is 18 mm, which is340

of the same order of magnitude than the one used by Trujillo and Pham [10] (24341

mm). Due to the simplicity of this equation, it should be useful for determining342

the mesh layer to be densified for mass transfer calculations, but also as an343

estimation of the maximum possible drying penetration depth without the need344

to perform numerical calculations.345

3. Model validation346

In this section is validated the proposed model using the experimental data347

collected by Davey [11], comparing the obtained results of heat load and evap-348

orative weight loss throughout the cooling process. Temperature evolution at349

four points of the beef side are compared, seeking to identify the measurement350

points taken by Davey. Additionally, a comparison is made with the results351

obtained with other models made by Davey [8, 9, 11] and Trujillo [10].352

3.1. Heat load353

The heat load is calculated throughout whole process, slaughter and cool-354

ing, although the reference literature presents only experimental measurements355

during the cooling process. In figure 2a, the values obtained for each instant are356

compared with those collected experimentally by Davey [11] and the ones pre-357

dicted by Davey et al. [8, 9] with finite differences (FD) and finite elements (FE)358

models, and by Trujillo et al. [10] with a CFD model. In figure 2b heat load359

relative percentage errors of different models to experimental values are plotted.360

From 10 hours, the relative errors become very large as the heat load becomes361

very small. As can be seen, the present model correctly predicts heat load loses362

by the beef side during entire cooling process with a good fit to experimental363

data, even better than the other models from 14 hours onwards.364
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Figure 2: (a) Heat load losses by the surface during the cooling process. Comparison of the

proposed model results with experimental data and other models. (b) Heat load relative error

respect to experimental values.

3.2. Evaporative weight loss365

Beef side evaporative weight loss is one of the most important results of this366

model, since it is a mayor interest to reduce it. Figure 3a presents cumulative367

weight loss during cooling process obtained with the proposed model, which is368

compared to experimental data collected by Davey [11] and results of models369

proposed by Davey et al. [8, 9], and Trujillo et al. [10]. Figure 3b shows the370

relative percentage error from different models respect to experimental values.371

Proposed model presents a good concordance with experimental results, reach-372

ing after 20 hours a total evaporated mass of 1.35 kg (which represents a 1.28%373
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of total beef side weight) with an error of 2.9 %, which is smaller to errors374

obtained with the other models (see table 7). Besides, the other models under-375

predict the total evaporated mass while the presented model slightly overpredict376

it. As the convective mass transfer coefficients for each process are calculated377

with thermal properties at a mean temperature, it is smaller than the real one in378

the first hours and bigger at the end of the process. This could explain why dur-379

ing the first hours evaporation rate predicted (slope in figure 3a) is smaller than380

the experimental one, and during the last hours it is a little bigger. However, at381

the end of the process the proposed model presents a growth rate of cumulative382

weight loss more similar to the experimental one than the other models.383

The weight loss results of the different models were compared to experimental384

data using root mean square error (RMS) along the chilling process. The results,385

presented in table 7, show that the best model is that of Trujillo et al. [10] which386

uses CFD to calculate local convective coefficients. The RMS for the present387

model, despite its simplifications, is of the same order and it is lower than those388

of finite difference and finite elements models from Davey et al. [8, 9].389

Table 7: RMS error and final relative error (after 20 hs) in weight loss, comparing against the

experimental data from Davey ??.

Model RMS Error (kg) Final weight loss

relative error (%)

Present model 0.056 2.9

FD-Davey 0.618

FE-Davey 0.109 14.8

CFD-Trujillo 0.040 6.5

4. Results and discussion390

In this section, the results of temperature evolution during cooling, temper-391

ature profiles, meat water content, and water activity are qualitatively analyzed392

and compared with other models. It is important to acknowledge that the pro-393

posed model has some limitations that could be improved, despite achieving394

good results. Although a geometry derived from a 3D scan was used and scaled395

to match the volume and surface area of the reference case (trial 18 of Davey396
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Figure 3: (a) Cumulative weight loss during the cooling processes. Comparison of the proposed

model results with experimental data and other models. (b) Weight loss relative error respect

to experimental values.

et al.), the actual geometry remains unknown, posing a source of uncertainty in397

the model. The distribution of meat, fat, and bones in a beef carcass varies from398

one animal to another, presenting a complex determination. Even if this distri-399

bution were known, incorporating it into the model would involve considering400

regions with different thermophysical properties and their interaction, thereby401

increasing its complexity. Therefore, assuming uniform properties for the meat402

side is a simplification that also introduces uncertainty into the model. Related403

to this, as mentioned in Section 2.4, there are different models to estimate ther-404

mal conductivity based on composition [19]. In this work, the Levy model was405
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used, but there might be other models that better fit the experimental mea-406

surements. Finally, heat and mass transfer convective coefficients varies over407

the beef side surface and during the processes. Local heat transfer coefficients408

could be calculated by CFD, which implies a more complex model and a higher409

computational cost. Despite all these simplifications, the model is considered410

to be validated. The impact of convective coefficient values and the radiative411

cooling in weight loss are analyzed in this section by a sensitivity analysis.412

4.1. Results of temperature and meat water content413

With the aim of analyzing the results and to compare some of them with414

those obtained by Davey [8, 9, 11] and Trujillo et al. [10], two cross-sections of415

the beef side are defined, one in the area of the hind leg and other in the loin.416

These sections are used to analyze the evolution of temperature and moisture417

content throughout the cooling process. Furthermore, in each section a cut line418

in the x direction and two reference points (in the surface and in the center) are419

arbitrarily defined, in order to coincide the boundary and interior temperature420

with the reference ones. In figure 4a hind leg section is shown, indicating the421

location of cut line and reference points.422

4.1.1. Temperature423

In order to make a qualitative comparison of temperature evolution during424

the cooling process, between the proposed model and the results obtained by425

Davey [8, 9, 11] and Trujillo et al. [10], the points indicated in Figure 4a are426

defined for leg section. Davey experimental measurement points are used as a427

reference [11] to locate the surface and center points in each section. However,428

information about the specific location of sensor is not available in Davey’s work,429

so the points in this work are arbitrarily chosen to have approximately the same430

cooling initial temperature to the experimental values. Figures 4a shows the431

initial cooling process temperature distribution in the hind leg section.432

In figure 4b temperature profiles are shown along hind leg cut line, every 2433

hours, from the beginning of slaughter process. Initially the meat is assumed to434

be at a uniform temperature. After 2 hours, when cooling process begins, sur-435

face temperature reached almost 25 °C, while the center practically is not cold.436

At this time the greatest surface heat loss is obtained (maximum slope of the437
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Figure 4: (a) Hind leg section, location of cut line and reference points. Temperature color

map at time 2 hours (beginning of cooling process). (b) Temperature profile evolution during

slaughter and cooling processes (every 2 hours) along the hind leg cut line.

temperature profile in the surface), since the ambient air temperature suddenly438

changes from 25 °C to 5 °C. From this moment on, heat loss in the surface pro-439

gressively decreases (slope of the surface temperature profile decreases), slowing440

down the cooling rate more and more. Temperature gradient inside the meat441

decreases, lowering the core temperature. Finally, at 22 hours a more uniform442

profile is reached with a maximum temperature difference of 7.5 °C between the443

center and the surface.444

Figures 5 and 6 show the temperature evolution curves in the surface and445

center points of leg and loin sections respectively, during the cooling process.446

In order to evaluate the results obtained with the proposed model, Davey’s447

experimental values [11] and those obtained with Davey’s EF and DF models [8,448
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Figure 5: Temperature evolution in surface (down) and center (top) points in hind leg section

during cooling process. Comparison of the proposed model with the experimental values and

other models.
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Figure 6: Temperature evolution in surface (down) and center (top) points in loin section

during cooling process. Comparison of the proposed model with the experimental values and

other models.

9] and Trujillo’s CFD [10] are also plotted. It is observed that the temperautre449

evolution obtained with the proposed model are in concordance with the other450

models. To obtain a better fit, the exact location of the sensors on beef side451

and geometry should be known.452

4.1.2. Meat water content453

Water content inside the meat is evaluated from meat water density. As454

mentioned above, this density shows relevant variations only in a thin surface455
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layer of around 18 mm. For this reason a boundary layer type mesh is used456

to obtain a greater refinement in this area. This profile penetrates throughout457

the process, reaching the greatest thickness at the end of the cooling process.458

In figure 7 the water density profile at the end of cooling process and the mesh459

used, in leg section, are shown superimposed in order to visualize the advance460

of density profile in relation to the boundary layer.461

Figure 7: Meat water content distribution in leg section at the end of cooling process (22

hours), overlaid with the boundary layer mesh.

Figure 8 shows the water density profile in the meat, on the leg cut line462

defined above, in a thin layer near the surface, every two hours. In the initial 4463

hours (2 hours of slaughter and 2 hours of cooling) the surface dries very quickly,464

since the evaporation rate is greater than the internal water diffusion rate. The465

water content on the surface decreases from 834 kg/m3 to approximately 470466

kg/m3 in these 4 hours. After 6 hours, internal diffusion becomes more relevant,467

causing the surface to re-wet and surface water density progressively increase468

during the remaining 16 hours. Simultaneously, it is observed that the water469

density profile penetrates, increasing the thickness of the dried surface layer,470

reaching approximately 11 mm at the end of beef cooling (22 hours). This value471

is of the same order of magnitude, but smaller than the analytical estimation472

made in Section 2.7 (18 mm), as it was expected.473

These results show that the surface does not dry completely during cooling,474

so it would seem reasonable not to consider the formation of crust acting as a475

barrier to water evaporation in the model.476

Meat water activity affects the evaporation rate (equation 16) and it depends477
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Figure 8: Meat water content profile evolution during slaughter and cooling processes (every

2 hours) along the leg cut line, in a thin layer near the surface.

on surface water content. Figure 9 shows the evolution of average water activity478

on the beef side and in the reference points, on the leg and loin surface, during479

the slaughter and cooling processes. Besides, water activity over whole surface480

is presented in a color map after 4 hours. Water activity varies between 0.96481

and 0.99 as it was expected [15]. The water activity evolution is similar to the482

results of Trujillo and Pham [10], during the first hours water evaporation rate483

is higher than rewetting rate so the surface water activity decrease, reaching an484

average value of 0.96. Later, mass transfer potential decrease and the rewetting485

rate becomes bigger than evaporation rate, so water activity increase again but486

more slowly. Comparing reference points (leg and loin), it can be seen that water487

activity values are bigger in the leg than in the loin, as it is observed by Trujillo488

and Pham [10]. This is because the thinner parts in the beef side cools more489

quickly and therefore mass transfer potential decreases, reducing evaporated490

mass. This can be seen in the beef side color map, where the thickest parts491

have the lowest water activity values and the thinner parts have the higher492

ones.493

Figure 10 shows evolution of real mass transfer potential considering water494

activity variation (equations 15 to 17) and the potential assuming a constant495

water activity aw = 1, during the 22 hours. The real mass transfer potential is496

smaller than the other as expected, but it can be seen that the effect of water497

activity in the mass transfer potential is slight since the water activity values498
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Figure 10: Mass transfer potential evolution during the slaughter and cooling processes.

499

If figures 8, 9 and 10 are analyzed together, it is seen that during the initial500

hours there is a high surface temperature and a high aw, which implies a great501

potential mass transfer. During the initial 6 hours, as the surface temperature502

decreases, the same happens to aw, both generating a decrease in potential (see503

figure 10). After that, the surface temperature continues decreasing, but now504

the aw begins to increase. In this scenario, both factors have opposite effects505

on the potential. However, the temperature drop has a greater impact than the506

increase in the aw on the potential, causing it to continue decreasing.507

analysis Convective coefficients and the temperature of cold room walls af-508
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fects the beef carcass weight loss. A sensitivity analysis is done in order to509

evaluate its impact in weight loss and the need to calculate them with greater510

precision. As a consequence, this analysis is a first step to explore alterna-511

tives for the cooling process in order to reduce the weight loss, which should be512

studied in depth in the future taking into account technological limitations.513

4.1.3. Sensitivity analysis to convective coefficient values514

In order to evaluate the impact of convective heat transfer coefficients on the515

main results of the proposed model, the evaporated mass, a sensitivity study516

is carried out by varying the convective coefficient during the cooling process517

from 0.5ht to 10ht (where ht=3.4 W/m2K and the range of variation is 1.7518

to 34 W/m2K). Values of convective coefficient during slaughter process is not519

changed, so the initial condition of cooling process is the same for any case.520

In figure 11 the cumulative weight loss during the cooling process is presented521

for different convective coefficients. Evaporative weight loss depends on two522

factors, the mass convective coefficient, which is directly proportional to the523

heat convective coefficient (assuming Pr ≈ Sc for natural convection) and the524

mass transfer potential which is directly related to meat surface temperature.525

The reference curve (violet) is obtained with the convective coefficient value of526

3.4 W/m2K. If the coefficient is reduced respect to the reference one, the evap-527

oration rate drops significantly during the initial hours of the process. However,528

this decrease in evaporation makes surface cooling less, so that at the end of529

the process the potential for mass transfer increases due to a greater difference530

in temperatures between the meat surface and the air, increasing the evapo-531

ration rate. The total weight loss after 20 hours is reduced with respect to532

the reference one. When the coefficient is somewhat higher than the reference533

one, the evaporation rate increases during the initial hours. Nevertheless, as534

the surface cools faster, the potential for mass transfer decreases in the last few535

hours, decreasing the rate of evaporation. In any case, the overall effect after 20536

hours is that the total evaporated mass increases. As the convective coefficient537

is further increased, the evaporation rate increases dramatically in the initial538

hours, and the surface cools very quickly, which means that the overall effect is539

to reduce the total evaporated mass. This means that there are values of the540

convective coefficient that maximize evaporative losses. This maximum can be541
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seen in figure 12 in the curve for Tw=4.88°C.
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Figure 11: Cumulative weight loss during cooling process for different values of convective

heat transfer coefficient.

542

4.1.4. Sensitivity analysis to radiative cooling543

In the previous analysis, radiative heat lost in the surface is calculated keep-544

ing walls temperature equal to the air one Tw = Ta=4.88°C. The impact of545

radiative cooling variation is qualitatively analyzed, assuming that heat convec-546

tive coefficient remains unchanged (ht=3.4 W/m2K). In Figure 13 cumulative547

weight loss for different arbitrary wall temperature values is presented. As can548

be seen, as walls temperature is reduced, total evaporated mass decreases sig-549

nificantly. This is because the meat surface temperature is reduced, decreasing550

mass transfer potential while mass convective coefficient remains constant. Un-551

like convective cooling, radiative cooling allows to decrees meat temperature552

without increasing evaporated mass, since mass transfer coefficient is not af-553

fected. This is an interesting way to be analyzed with the aim of reducing554

weight loss during beef carcass cooling process, that must be studied more care-555

fully and rigorously.556

Figure 12 also shows the effect of convective coefficient variation for different557

scenarios of radiative looses, changing the walls temperature arbitrarily. As the558

walls temperature decreases, total weight losses is less affected by changes in559

convective coefficient. It could be explain because when the walls temperature560

is reduced, radiative cooling becomes more relevant than the convective one,561
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and therefore meat surface cooling is dominated by radiation. This means that562

mass transfer potential become more relevant than mass convective coefficient563

in mass transfer equation (21).
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Figure 12: Total weight loss after 20 hours of beef cooling vs convective coefficients. Curves

for different radiative heat transfer, varying the wall temperature Tw.
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Figure 13: Cumulative weight loss during cooling process in different scenarios of radiative

cooling (varying the wall temperature Tw), based on reference convective coefficients values.

5. Conclusion565

Heat and mass transfer model proposed properly predicts meat temperature566

evolution and weight loss during the cooling process after slaughter. The model567

is validated with experimental data and results from numerical models found in568
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the literature, having a very good concordance despite the uncertainty in beef569

side geometry, the assumption of uniform thermophysical properties and the570

simplifications considered in convective heat transfer coefficients.571

An upper limit of the meat thickness affected by drying is analytically esti-572

mated, resulting in the same order as that obtained by simulation. This ana-573

lytical estimate is useful for mesh design purposes, but can also be used as an574

estimate of the affected depth without the need to perform numerical modeling.575

Natural convection is relevant, the natural convection coefficients are of the576

same order of magnitude as the forced ones. Water concentration gradients are577

not negligible with respect to temperature gradients, so both effects must be578

considered in natural convection phenomena.579

Finally, it is observed that there is a convective coefficient value, assumed580

constant in the sensitivity analysis, that maximizes weight loss. This is an im-581

portant result to take into account in order to reduce weight loss. This maximum582

becomes more relevant when chamber walls temperature is higher. Reducing583

chamber walls temperature, total weight loss during cooling process is reduced584

significantly, since it is possible to cool the meat without increasing evaporated585

mass. This result, from a qualitative study, is interesting and alternatives for586

the cooling process increasing radiative cooling could be explored in order to587

reduce weight loss. The radiative cooling applied to meat chilling should be588

studied in greater depth, and taking into account technological limitations.589

6. Appendix: Analysis of boundary layer thickness590

Based on the analytical solutions for heat transfer in a semi-infinite solid,591

an analogue solution could be used for mass transfer, since equations 1 and 2592

are analogous. Usually the solution for three simple cases are presented in the593

bibliograhy [16] always assuming a uniform initial temperature into the solid and594

different boundary conditions: imposed surface temperature, imposed heat flux,595

and convective heat transfer with constant fluid temperature and convective heat596

transfer coefficient. The third case, surface convective heat transfer, appears to597

be the more adequate to our conditions, however it is important to note that,598

unlike the thermal case, in equation 15 the variable is not the same on both sides599

of the equality. On the left hand side the variable is meat water content (liquid)600
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and in the right hand side the variable is surface vapor pressure. Therefore, it601

is not possible to use the solution of this case for our purposes. The case with602

imposed surface flux is also not suitable because the mass flow at the surface603

varies greatly from the beginning of the process to the end. The mass flow can604

be calculated as in equation 21.605

If it is assumed a constant mass flow and equal to the initial one (150.6 g/h606

m2) throughout all the process, water content at the surface drops quickly to607

zero (approximately in 3 hours), which does not represent the real process. If608

the final mass flow (8.1 g/hm2) is imposed, the thickness of interest is greatly609

underestimated. For these reasons, and in order to have an upper bound on the610

thickness of interest, the solution for imposed surface conce611

ρl(x, t)− ρls
ρli − ρls

= erf

(
x

2
√
Dmt

)
(23)

setting an extreme value of ρl(x = 0) = ρls = 0 and the biggest mass diffusivity,612

for the initial temperature, using equation 2, Dm =3.15E − 10 m/s. The erf613

is the error function, and ρli = ρl(t = 0) is the initial water content set at614

834 kg/m3.615

In figure 14 the water content profiles are shown for time zero, 2, 10 and 22616

hours. As can be seen the depth penetration δ increases with time. It can be617

defined as the depth to which significant water content effects propagate within618

a medium, it is the x position at which, for example, ρl(x,t)−ρls
ρli−ρls

=0.99. Using619

equation 23, δ99% = 3.66
√
Dmt. It appears to be independent of the surface620

water content, however it is not real since the 99% is relative to these value and621

the initial one also, as can be seen in equation 23. For 22 hours the maximum622

depth penetration is 18 mm. This value is very similar to the one used by623

Trujillo [10], so it results a good reference.624

It is important to note that the value obtained allows to verify the semi in-625

finite solid model assumed, taking into account the beef side dimension. There-626

fore, it is reasonable to assume an unidirectional diffusion in this layer, since627

the layer thickness is small respect to curvature ratio.628
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Figure 14: Semi-infinite solid solution for an impose surface water content.
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